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Abstract

Products are "goods and / or services related to food, beverages, drugs, cosmetics, chemical products, biological products, genetically engineered products, as well as used goods that are used, used or utilized by the public", while the halal certificate is a certificate issued by the Central or Provincial MUI regarding the case of a food product, foodstuff, beverage and medicine and cosmetics produced by the company after being examined and declared halal by an institution authorized to issue a halal product certification. In Article 4 of Law No. 33 of 2014 concerning the guarantee of halal products it states that "Products that enter, circulate and are traded in the territory of Indonesia must be certified halal". Normatively, the article clearly stipulates that drugs that enter, circulate and are traded in the territory of Indonesia must be guaranteed halal. However, the halal certification process for medicines in Indonesia is waiting for a long time due to various dynamics, this is the content of researchers seeing the gap between Law Number 33 of 2014 and the current reality, we should be able to reflect on other countries as well. Which is more advanced than Indonesia regarding halal certification?
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I. Introduction

Marketing is a process of planning and execution, starting from the conception stage, pricing, promotion, to the distribution of goods, ideas and services, to make exchanges that satisfy the individual and his institutions. (Dianto, 2020)

According to Tjiptono in Marlizar (2020) marketing performance is a function that has the greatest contact with the external environment, even though the company only has limited control over the company's environment. Performance is the result that has been achieved from what has been done by the owner or manager in running the business. Marketing performance can be measured by using sales growth, customer growth and product success to measure the impact of the strategy adopted by the company.

Promotion strategy is a concept that is close to communication science. In the promotion, there are various forms of communication learned in communication science such as advertising, publicity, communication from mouth to mouth, personal sales, and direct marketing. (Amin, 2019)

The presence of the MLM HNI HPAI company also colors the economic aspects of the people in Indonesia. With the presence of the MLM HNI HPAI, the Indonesian people have a new platform to improve their economic situation. From time to time, the number of HNI HPAI agents continues to increase. This can be seen from the higher number of ID numbers.
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HNI HPAI was officially established in 2012, previously this company was called HPA because it joined Malaysia. After parting with Malaysia, HPA changed its name to HPAI, which stands for Herba Penawar Al-Wahida Indonesia.

HNI HPAI is a company engaged in the health sector by providing medicines derived from natural herbs without any chemical elements in them. So that these drugs are safe for consumption in the long term.

The important essence of the MLM HNI HPAI Company is the sale of a product. MLM HNI HPAI in selling its products uses the services of agents who have been registered with the MLM Company. Product sales made by an MLM HNI HPAI company must also follow religious rules such as the fulfillment of contract elements, no gharar elements in the contract, etc. which are included in the law of sale and purchase so that MLM is lawful in Islam.

Including what is prohibited in the MLM HNI HPAI is selling products to consumers who have not registered to become members of the MLM HNI HPAI Company at a price member. Even though the price should not be the same between members and non-members. If the consumer wants to buy at a member price, the consumer must register as a member. The reality in the field is that there are agents who sell products at member prices to consumers who are not yet members.

Products that are traded in MLM HNI HPAI have physical goods and points from items contained in online sales. This item points will be exchanged by the company in the form of money according to the provisions. Therefore, every agent who sells products in MLM HNI HPAI must know this so that no consumer is harmed by the loss of points from a product from the goods he bought and this is also a special attraction in selling MLM HNI HPAI that is not in other sales in general. If this continues to be done by "unscrupulous" agents in the MLM HNI HPAI Company, it is certain that the MLM HNI HPAI company will not be able to progress and develop rapidly.

In fact, there are also agents of the MLM HNI HPAI company that sell a product to consumers but differ between physical products and those in online sales. even though they should be the same as those sold in the field and those sold online. Because even though two different products have the same points, sometimes the two products are not the same in price. In this case, this means that the agent has eaten the property of the consumer in vanity which is prohibited by Islamic law.

If this is sustainable, consumers will feel cheated because the price paid is not suitable for what is online. If the consumer is also an agent who sells products to other people in the environment or in his network, the consumers will feel cheated by the agent so that this "fraud" will form a sustainable relay and at its peak, consumers will not trust the MLM HNI HPAI.

II. Review of Literatures

2.1 Definition of Shari'ah MLM

MLM stands for Multi Level Marketing which comes from English. Multi word means a lot, Level means level or level and Marketing means marketing. So the term MLM can be interpreted as multi-tiered or multilevel marketing. The approach used in MLM is direct selling (direct selling), meaning that direct selling makes goods from the company directly accessible to consumers at the same price. For example, an item costs Rp. 10,000 from the company, so when it reaches consumers the price will remain Rp. 10,000. The income that should have been enjoyed by a single dealer, wholesaler and retailer is now enjoyed by fellow consumers through bonuses.
"MLM can also be interpreted as a way of commerce related to marketing which is carried out by many levels (levels) which are commonly known as the upline (top level) and downline (lower level) people will be called an upline if they have a downline." 36 Someone who wants to join becomes a member of an MLM company then surely he will have an upline. Because through this upline someone can join to become a member of an MLM company.

Therefore, it is said to be an MLM company because in its system there are tiered or multilevel sales. In its marketing system, MLM positions all its agents or customers into marketing relationships so that they can both benefit. Businesses using MLM are network-driven, the wider the network, the wider the marketing that can be done and the bigger the bonuses you will get.

MLM can also be called Network Marketing. This is because more and more members of the MLM Company or organization form a network or network where this network is the marketing system of this MLM Company. This network consists of members or groups of people who work to do marketing. So, members in the company who do marketing to other prospective members or new members.

These are the principles in shari'ah MLM, namely monotheism in the sense that every activity in MLM must not conflict with the values of tawheed such as superstition, khurafat and so on; morals, namely the MLM Company that displays ethics and politeness in its corporate events and muamalah, namely fulfilling muamalah rules that have been established by religion. Conversely, if an MLM company does not have a basis for these values, then the MLM is not said to be a syari'ah MLM.

2.2 Differences between Islamic MLM and Conventional MLM

DSN MUI has issued fatwa number 75 of 2009 concerning direct selling with sharia levels (PLBS) or in Arabic called At-Taswiq Asy-Syabakiy which includes MLM in order to be worth sharia must meet the following criteria:
1. There are real transaction objects that are traded in the form of goods or service products;
2. The traded goods or service products are not something that is prohibited and / or that are used for something that is haram;
3. Transactions in this trade do not contain elements of gharar, maysir, usury, dharar, dzulm, immorality.
4. There is no excessive mark-up, so that it is detrimental to consumers because it is not commensurate with the quality / benefits obtained;
5. The commission given by the company to members in both size and shape must be based on real work performance which is directly related to the volume or value of the sale of goods or service products, and must be the main income of the business partner in PLBS;
6. Bonuses given by the company to members (business partners) must be clear in the amount when a transaction (contract) is made in accordance with the sales target of goods and / or service products set by the company;
7. There may be no passive commissions or bonuses that are earned on a regular basis without providing guidance and or selling goods and or services;
8. Giving commissions or bonuses by the company to members (business partners) does not cause ighra.
9. There is no exploitation and injustice in the distribution of bonuses between the first member and the next member;
10. The membership recruitment system, forms of awards and ceremonial events carried out do not contain elements that are contrary to aqidah, sharia and noble morals, such as shirk, cult, immorality and others;
11. Every business partner who recruits membership is obliged to provide guidance and supervision to the recruited member;
12. Do not do money game activities. 160

III. Research Methods

HPA or Herba Penawar Alwahida is the largest Islamic network marketing company in the world. Its products are very focused on herbs and health foods that are halal and Toyyib. Currently, all HPA products have received a Good Manufacturing Product (GMP) certificate from WHO. This certificate is proof of the excellence of HPA products and is accepted by more than 30 countries in the world.

This company was founded by Mr. H Ismail bin H Ahmad who came from Kg. Mat Ayer, Perlis which at that time was better known by the traditional name Al Wahida. After 8 years of operation, finally HPA Industries sdn. Bhd. Inaugurated on July 15, 1995.

HPA entered Indonesia on 20 May 2000 with its main partner PT Wahida Indonesia as the main manager of HPA Indonesia management and distribution of HPA products in Indonesia. Then in January 2003 1 HPA factory was established in South Jakarta.

In addition to obtaining a GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice) certificate, the Ministry of Industry and Trade, the Director General of POM and the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Indonesia are listed as imported traditional medicines not as food supplements, Pakistani Halal Gel (as wrapping gelatin), Sirim ISO also received approval from The best foods are those that fulfill both the halal and thayyib properties.

PT. Herba Penawar Alwahida Indonesia, which became known as HPAI, is one of the Halal Network Business companies in Indonesia that focuses on herbal products. HPAI in accordance with the deed of establishment of the Company, was officially established on March 19, 2012.

HPAI was built from a long struggle which aims to promote halal and quality products based on Thibbunnabawi, as well as in order to ground, advance, and actualize the Islamic economy in Indonesia through entrepreneurship.

IV. Discussion

The contract in Islamic MLM uses several contracts wrong only one is contract bai / murabahah. In the terminology of buying and selling fiqh is called al-bai’ which means selling, replacing, and exchanging something for something else. The word al-bai’ includes two definitions, namely selling (al-bai’) and buying (al-syira’). Jumhur ulama said that buying and selling that did not fulfill the pillars was illegal buying and selling, while Imam Hanafi said that the sale and purchase was deemed damaged. The scholars argued that there were four pillars of buying and selling, namely:
1. The seller is required to be sensible, mature, not forced.
2. Buyers are required to be sensible, mature, not forced.
3. Sighat (consent-qobul) that is statement from seller and buyer.
4. Buy and sell objects or goods.

The findings in the field show that the whole principles of buying and selling transactions through MLM have been fulfilled by agents of HNI HPAI agents. All agents (30 people) of HNI HPAI who have become stock agents who are suppliers of goods or in other words, if they are connected with the terms of sale and purchase, are sellers.

Details of recruiting members at Hni Tanjungbalai branch are using a process established by management, namely someone who is a prospective member must provide the
data. Then the data is recorded by the officer at the Tanjungbalai branch brand after which the officer submits the data to the Branch Brand operator to be registered online. After being registered online, that person will get a membership number that is different from other people. There are two types of registration fees, there are Rp. 10,000, - (ten thousand) and some Rp. 30,000, - (thirty thousand) Maybe Rp. 10,000, - (ten thousand) or Rp. 30,000, - (thirty thousand) we can buy a stamps of meatballs, but that will only end there.

Among the benefits are:

1. Get HNI ID and Discount card, valid as long as the earth is still there and as long as the company is still standing, valid throughout Indonesia, Asean and in various countries around the world. ID cards were chosen because they are easier for the public to accept. Those who join pay Rp. 10,000, - (ten thousand) will get a virtual card instead of a physical card that can be accessed via the AVO online respectively from a cellphone or laptop, if you pay a price of Rp. 30,000, - (thirty thousand) then you will get a card in physical form, this card is valid anywhere in all countries where there is a halal mart and is also valid as long as the earth is still around and as long as the HNI is still standing because it can be inherited to a spouse or descendants and function as a discount card to get discount and points for every product purchase. "If you want to compare it to K-Link products, they become members with a fee of between Rp. 50,000, - (fifty thousand) to Rp. 250,000, - (two hundred and fifty thousand)."

2. Got two books, namely a success guide and a product catalog. If you register by paying Rp. 10,000, - (ten thousand) will get a virtual book that can be accessed and can be downloaded. If you register with Rp. 30,000 (thirty thousand) then you will get two physical books in addition to the virtual book.

3. Get the AVO website (Virtual Office Agent) if you do business conventionally, it's not only trading but also making the accounting system, system administration and product logistics. But at HNI HPAI the company has provided it all without paying anything for an AVO service. AVO has many functions, including seeing our personal data as registered agents in the company, monthly bonus statement data in details of transfers or payments, network data of all partners in our group to any level, turnover data of all partners in the group in real time.

4. Can access distribution channels throughout Indonesia.

5. Get a discount or member price wherever you shop at the HNI HPAI halal mart.


Namely getting business assistance from a mentor or leader so that you can achieve success indefinitely and anytime. In terms of buying and selling, a seller is required to be sensible, namely to have a sound mind so that he is aware of the activities he is doing; baligh, namely having reached adulthood in Islamic rules so that at this age a person has to bear the consequences of his actions, whether good in nature so that he gets rewarded or evil in nature so that he gets a sin retribution; not forced, namely there is no coercion from other parties to make a sale and purchase.

Based on interviews conducted with HNI HPAI agents who have become stock agents so that they become providers of goods (sellers) which in management terms are called halal Mart is a sensible person, mature and not compelled to 282. Furthermore, from the results of the interview, it was also found that all buyers who shop at stock agents (providers of goods / sellers) are people who have fulfilled the conditions in terms of buying and selling, namely sensible, baligh; everyone who wants to join to become a member or member of HNI HPAI is registered by filling out the data form available on HSIS Online. Agents who register new prospective members or members of the HNI HPAI must fill in data on HSIS Online based on the data seen from the KTP. In government administration, a person can have a KTP if the
person has reached the age of 17. So in this case all HNI HPAI agents are people who have reached maturity because they already have a KTP; not forced, namely HNI HPAI never coerce new members or agents to buy products. In fact, management never reduces the rank of an agent if the agent is not shopping.

Observations in the field show that the average sale and purchase transactions carried out by HPAI HNI stock agents do not mention sighat, namely the consent from the seller and qobul from the recipient when making the sale and purchase. In the discussion of jurisprudence, sighat in terms of buying and selling does not always have to be in the form of speech. Because this pillar of sighat is the understanding of the scholars from the hadith of the prophet who say that buying and selling must be consensual; some scholars say that consensuality can be identified by speech so that this sighat is entered in the pillars of buying and selling. However, some scholars say that consensual and consensual return to urf, that is, if in a certain place the custom of buying and selling transactions is carried out without saying sighat then this is considered valid.284

The object or item being traded is one of the pillars in buying and selling. Terms of goods being traded must be lawful. In HNI HPAI, this has been fulfilled because the goods being traded are goods that already have a halal label from the MUI. In the HNI HPAI, there are two objects or goods that are traded, namely the physical goods and points from the items contained in the HSIS Online HNI HPAI. Among the HNI HPAI products are:

4.1 Herbs Product

Andrographis cantella (maintains liver function), Billbery (helps eye health), Biosir (helps relieve hemorrhoids), Carnocap (helps with cancer conditions), Deep Squa (supplements helps maintain health), Diabextrac (helps diabetes symptoms), Gamat capsules (relieves diabetes) pain), Ginextrac (launches urination), Habbasauda (maintains endurance), Harumi (reduces body odor), Langsingin (reduces fat), Laurik (relieves joint pain), Magafit (helps maintain the digestive tract), Noni (relieves high blood pressure), Habbasauda softgel oil (maintains a healthy body), synergy herbal oil (relieves aches and pains), olive oil softgel (maintains body endurance), Mustika dara (helps with female problems), n-green (maintains endurance), gotu kola HS (helps blood circulation), procumin vit E rejuvenates the skin), procumin propolis (prevents premature aging of cells), rosella HS (maintains a healthy body), siena (launches bowel movements), spirulina (overcomes anemia), truson (maintains male stamina).

4.2 Health Food and Beverage

Centella tea synergy (distinctive flavor tea), premium dates syrup (maintains body health), deep olive (reduces cholesterol), etta goat milk (supplements vitamins in the body), extra food (maintains body health), HPAI Coffee (restores stamina), Janna cold tea (provides freshness), Janna hot tea (provides warmth), 7 elements coffee (restores stamina), Multiflora original honey (complements vitamin needs), Premium original honey (complements vitamin needs), Bitter honey (complements vitamin needs), Honey syrups (complete the needs of vitamins), Olive oil (for skin beauty), Sari dates Helathy dates (for body health), Stim fiber (to help endurance)
4.3 Cosmetic and Home Care

Beauty day cream (protects skin from the sun), Beauty night cream (keeps skin healthy), Deep beauty (makes skin smooth), Green wash detergent (prevents dirt from sticking back), Green wash softener (provides softness), Hibis (health femininity), HNI Body wash (protects skin health), HNI Shampoo (protects the scalp), Pgh children with grape flavor (cleans and protects children's teeth), Pgh children taste strawberry (cleans and protects children's teeth), HPai herbal toothpaste (cleaning and protecting teeth), herbal propolis toothpaste (cleaning and protecting teeth) and protects teeth, sensitive herbal toothpaste (cleans and protects teeth), Promol 12 (animal and fish feed supplements), transparent collagen soap (treats skin), transparent honey soap (cleans skin), transparent propolis soap (moisturizes skin).

4.4 Fashion and Lifestyle

HNI Hijab, written Mushaf, Quran asy-shifa, Quran bukhor, Sarong hni fiesta super.

4.5 Marketing Tools

Product brochures, CD album hpai, support system 285 Package Either physical or item points are the same rights or property of an agent who is shopping at a stock agent if the agent or person who shopped has an ID number because he has been registered as an HNI HPAI agent.

From the research results, it is found that there are agents who do not sell goods as a whole, namely only selling physical goods but not selling points of goods in HSIS Online. Related to this, it is necessary to specify that if the agent who is shopping is an agent who has an ID number, then he is obliged to sell the whole item, namely physically and in points. However, if the agent who is shopping is a person who does not have an ID number then this is lawful to do because in terms of selling points it can be done if the agent or the person shopping already has a number MLM companies that can grow large and last long are MLM companies that have a support system. In good network marketing, there is a support system that functions as a business school as well as a very positive environment for growth and success. See Wirandinata, Ida Bagus, "The role of a support system in supporting the success of distributors (a study at the Tianshi Multi Level Marketing company in Lion Raja City in 2013)" Vol. 4 No. 1 (2014): p. 4.

Interview with a stock agent herlinda (PSD) in Air Joman Asahan. The interview was conducted at his house on 2 October 2019 ID. Sometimes there are also agents or people who shop who do not need points but only need physical consumption for healthy drugs. This is legally allowed on condition that the price is the consumer value, not the member price.

V. Conclusion

The principle of buying and selling transactions through MLM HNI HPAI in BC Tanjungbalai has followed the principles of buying and selling transactions which have been regulated in Islamic law. This is proven by the fulfillment of the terms and conditions of sale and purchase at BC Tanjungbalai. BC Tanjungbalai also prohibits buying and selling transactions that are not allowed in Islam, such as buying and selling that contain elements of gharar, maysir, usury, ihtikar and others.
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